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Paper Mailers Comparison Guide

Engineered for product integrity, sustainability, convenience and improved brand experience.
Our portfolio of paper mailers has been recognized by shipping professionals as the standard of excellence for 
quality in protective mailers for over 50 years. Our vast assortment of mailers is available with varying degrees 
of durability and sustainable benefits to fit your unique application needs. Produced according to world-class 
standards, these products represent the most complete line of cushioned, non-cushioned and rigid
protective mailers.

MAILER OFFERING 
    NON-CUSHIONED MAILERS
Provides puncture-proof, safe and 
secure means for shipping durable, 
non-fragile goods.

    CUSHIONED MAILERS
Engineered to be tough on the outside, 
while providing protective cushioning 
on the inside.

    RIGID MAILERS
Manufactured with an extra-rigid, 
kraft-laminated fiberboard construction that 
e�ectively resists bending and folding while 
providing superior corner and edge protection.

JIFFY® RIGID
MAILER

These paper mailers are manufactured with an extra-rigid, 
kraft-laminated fiberboard construction that effectively resists bending 
and folding while providing superior edge and corner protection. These 
mailers are the perfect way to ship books, photography and other 
low-profile items that require rigid mailing protection. 

IDEAL FOR: Items that require rigid mailing protection

JIFFY® PADDED
MAILER

These padded, all-purpose mailers are constructed from heavy-duty 
kraft with uniform inner padding. The inner padding is made with 
macerated paper between the plies for cushioning, eliminating the 
need for additional packing materials. Padded mailers are a practical, 
efficient, and environmentally friendly alternative to a corrugated box. 

IDEAL FOR: Semi-fragile items

JIFFYLITE®

MAILER

These cushioned paper mailers protect items with an internal layer 
of our pre-inflated cushioning. Fully laminated kraft and air cellular 
construction provide outstanding strength and puncture resistance. 
A seamless bottom adds additional cushioning protection and greater 
overall strength and safety. Perfect for items like jewel cases and 
books, with maximum cushioning on all sides. 

IDEAL FOR: Semi-fragile items

 

PAPER 
BUBBLE MAILER

These bubble mailers converge the sustainability of recyclable paper 
with the protection of BUBBLE WRAP® brand cushioning. This paper 
product is made with inner padding constructed of a kraft paper material 
that mimics BUBBLE WRAP® brand cushioning. Protect products during 
shipment with a double layer of protection and delight consumers with 
curbside recyclable packaging materials that are easy to dispose of.

IDEAL FOR: Semi-fragile items

PAPER MAILERS
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Curbside Recyclable
Made with Recycled Content

KEY FEATURES*

Custom/Variable Printing
Easy-Open 
Self-Seal
Assorted Colors

SUSTAINABILITY BRAND EXPERIENCE PRODUCT INTEGRITY

* Key features represent configurations or options available within the overall category 

Paper Mailers Comparison Guide
PAPER MAILERS (CONTINUED)

Heavy-Duty Construction
Edge & Corner Integrity
Weather Resistant
Puncture & Tear Resistant
Prevents Folding

JIFFY® UTILITY 
MAILER

These paper mailers with surface protection are engineered to be 
tough on the outside, effectively resisting bending, creasing, and 
folding while providing superior edge and corner protection. Their 
stiff construction makes it easy to insert soft items, helping to 
speed up packing in your operation.

IDEAL FOR: Durable goods that do not require cushioning


